PERLA RESEARCH SEMINAR:
Poverty & wellbeing:
Introducing childhood, youth and family research
Wednesday 2nd November, at 12.30 -15.45
Tampere University, Linna- building ground floor K113

PERLA - Tampere Centre for Childhood, Youth and Family Research of Tampere University organizes a research seminar entitled “Poverty & wellbeing: Introducing childhood, youth and family research” on the 2nd November. The seminar introduces ongoing research and activities at Itla Children’s Foundation and PERLA – Tampere Centre for Childhood, Youth and Family Research of Tampere University. The event is held in English.

Limited number of places & for the coffee service, please sign up by 24.10.: https://forms.microsoft.com/r/5iy5cavfFf

Programme:
Welcoming words, Katja Repo, Tampere University

Finnish Collective impact initiatives on child, youth and family wellbeing
Tiina Ristikari and Mari Hirvonen, Itla Childrens Foundation

Poverty as lived experience as a framework for research
Mia Tammelin, Tampere University

Researching children, families and child welfare in social work discipline
Rosi Enroos, Tampere University

ITLAs Computational Social Science Model of Child Wellbeing and Social Assistance Pathways
Juan Castilla-Rho, University of Canberra(Australia) and Aapo Hiilamo (Itla)

Networking & Coffee/tee (at 14.15- 14.40 o’clock)

Positive recognition in professional encounters with children and youth
Kirsi pauliina Kallio, Tampere University

Young adults’ experiences of youth and social services
Päivi Honkatukia and Jenni Kallio, Tampere University

Closing remarks and discussion Mia Tammelin, Tampere University

For more information:
Mia Tammelin, PERLA / TAU, mia.tammelin@tuni.fi tel.0504793680